1. What two countries have the largest number of immigrants?
________________________________________
________________________________________

2. Where in the world do most immigrants to the U.S. come from?
___ Africa
___ Asia
___ Latin America
___ Middle East and Africa
___ Asia and Latin America
___ All of the above

3. The majority of documented immigrants in the U.S. come from what country?
___ People’s Republic of China
___ Philippines
___ Mexico
___ India

4. What is the main reason immigrants come to the U.S.?
___ To be with a family member
___ For employment
___ To escape persecution
___ All of the above

5. What percentage of U.S. immigrants are female?
___ 31.5 percent
___ 45.5 percent
___ 53.5 percent
___ 62.5 percent

6. During 2007-2009, which country did the majority of refugees to the U.S. come from?
___ Former Soviet Union
___ Cuba
___ Iraq
___ Burma

7. The Latino workforce has generated new jobs for non-Latinos.
___ True
___ False

8. Immigration is an important factor in stopping the decline in student population and in adding funds to some school district budgets
___ True
___ False

9. The government spends more money on new immigrants than it receives in taxes from them.
___ True
___ False

10. Which of the following people was born in the United States?
___ Madeleine Albright, former U.S. Secretary of State
___ Andrew Grove, founder, Intel Corporation
___ Jennifer Lopez, actress, singer and dancer
___ Gene Simmons, rock musician, KISS
___ Patrick Ewing, basketball player, New York Knicks